Article

Article profile
1. Article using simulated data, about a fashionable subject
2. Article using simulated data, about a non-fashionable subject
3. Article using real data, about a fashionable subject
4. Article using real data, about a non-fashionable subject

Level of rigour/relevance
1. Average
2. Below average
3. Above average

Respondents

Behaviour model (for each respondent)

Rating of the paper on each variable assessed by a respondent (defined for each respondent)

Model for Classification by the Reviewer

Rating of the paper on the variables related to the reviewers and Citations / Impact Factor

Weights
1. Determined using AHP
2. Equal weight for each variable
3. Equal weight for each parameters

Model for Citations / Impact Factor

Average rating of the article on each variable rated by the respondents

Classification of the article according to AR2I